The Age-old Social Science Phenomenon
Social Science is the study of people and societies. In school we often knew it as Geography or Social
Studies.
One amazing phenomenon that people everywhere exhibit is the inertia to change. This is sometimes
expressed as 'the fear of the unknown'. This idiom also says it: 'Better the devil we know than the devil
we don't know'.
A more detailed analysis of this propensity sounds like this:
“When people have largely adopted a way of thinking into their society and slowly built a universal
worldview around it, they will not easily receive modifications to that worldview—even when the
worldview is based on inaccuracy in the first place. They don’t want to hear the truth, because it
means letting go of all they’ve known or believed in up to that point, so they hold on to what’s familiar,
what’s comfortable, always referring back to some “they” authority to support them when
questioned.” 1
Why don't people want to leave the comfort of religion for the wonderful life and the benefits of the
Kingdom? Go no further that this phenomenon.
It's not just the spirit of religion that blinds their spiritual eyes and works on their minds, but also fear. It's
the fear of change. It's also the fear of being out of the will of God because somehow we think he heartily
approves of religion.
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1 – Tom Horn (June 2017) “Unearthing the Lost World of the Cloudeaters – Part 2” SkyWatch TV Magazine Vol 2 #6
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